Quantum repeaters provide an efficient solution to distribute Bell pairs over arbitrarily long distances. While scalable architectures are demanding regarding the number of qubits that need to be controlled, here we present a quantum repeater scheme aiming to extend the range of present day quantum communications that could be implemented in the near future with trapped ions in cavities. We focus on an architecture where ion-photon entangled states are created locally and subsequently processed with linear optics to create elementary links of ion-ion entangled states. These links are then used to distribute entangled pairs over long distances using successive entanglement swapping operations performed deterministically using ion-ion gates. We show how this architecture can be implemented while encoding the qubits in a decoherence free subspace to protect them against collective dephasing. This results in a protocol that can be used to violate a Bell inequality over distances of about 800 km assuming state of the art parameters. We discuss how this could be improved to several thousand kilometers in future setups.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to establish entanglement over long distances is crucial for applications like quantum key distribution [1] [2] [3] , distributed quantum computation [4] [5] [6] , and more generally, quantum networks [7] . In establishing long-distance entanglement, the main difficulties to overcome are loss of qubits and decoherence. Due to the no-cloning theorem [8] one cannot use redundant encoding or amplification as in the classical case. Quantum repeater protocols for scalable communication circumvent these problems by making use of either quantum error correction [9] or entanglement purification and swapping [10] (or combinations thereof). In the first case [9] one encodes quantum information in a quantum error correcting code, sends it through the channel and applies quantum error correction at properly spaced quantum repeater stations. In the second case [10] , one first creates entanglement between neighboring repeater stations and then iteratively applies entanglement swapping and purification. Both schemes require the control of a number of qubits at each node which is above what can be handled with present day technology [10] [11] [12] .
This requirement motivated people to study simpler quantum repeaters without entanglement purification which are not scalable [13] , but might beat the direct transmission of photons through fibers. These architectures use a reduced number of qubits and a few entanglement swapping operations so that the errors are small enough to allow quantum communication without entanglement purification. Notice that the term quantum repeater originally referred to scalable protocols but is now commonly used for any long-range quantum communication scheme. Many proposals are based on atomic ensembles and linear optics following the initial work of [14] ; for a review see [15] . In [16] a scheme based on single trapped ions was put forward which achieved higher rates than with atomic ensembles, mostly due to deterministic entanglement swapping operations in this setup (see also [17, 18] ).
Here we study this approach under the influence of noise and for parameters from the present ion trap setup in Innsbruck. Our figure of merit is the fidelity of the Bell pairs between repeater end nodes, which we require to be large to enough to violate a Bell inequality. This is relevant for device-independent quantum key distribution (QKD) [19] . We find that the scheme proposed in [16] does not allow one to beat direct transmission when taking current collective dephasing within the ion trap into account. We then propose a modified protocol where qubits are encoded in a decoherence free subspace (DFS) [20, 21] , which is unaffected by collective dephasing, and show how the encoding and processing of logical Bell states can be done. Such a quantum repeater allows one to reach a distance of around 800 km between repeater end-nodes assuming state of the art parameters. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we describe the system and present the relevant parameters. In Sec. III A and Sec. III B we investigate the fidelities without and with a DFS, respectively. Sec. IV is devoted to the distribution times. In Sec. V we outline how one could reach longer distances by either assuming higher fidelity operations or using logical entanglement purification, before we conclude in Sec. VI.
II. PROTOCOL AND SYSTEM
In this section we describe the direct transmission of quantum information through optical fibers, the quantum repeater protocol which we propose and the system which we are looking at, including the relevant noise processes and parameters.
A. Direct transmission
The direct transmission of quantum information is done by sending an entangled pair of photons at telecom wavelength (1550 nm) through an optical fiber. For short distances, noise can be neglected and the maximum reachable distance is limited by the (expected) time it takes a photon to arrive at the final destination. For a standard optical fiber the attenuation length is L att = 22 km, the speed of light in fiber is c = 2 · 10 8 m/s and the transmission probability is η t = e −L0/Latt , where L 0 is the total length. We assume a detector efficiency of η d = 0.9 [22, 23] and a photon pair creation rate of 10 GHz, corresponding to state-of-the-art generation rates of entangled photons via parametric down conversion. One then finds that one can reach a distance of around 500 km with an average distribution time of around one second (see also Fig. 5 ). Note that this protocol does not allow one to perform device-independent QKD due to its probabilistic nature.
B. Proposed quantum repeater protocol
The quantum repeater protocol which we propose here can be seen as an extension of [16] . In [16] entanglement is created between trapped ions in optical cavities and photons, which are sent through the channel. At intermediate locations these photons are measured in the Bell basis via linear optics in order to establish entanglement between neighboring quantum repeater nodes. Entanglement between the outermost quantum repeater nodes is achieved by performing (deterministic) Bell measurements within the ion traps at all intermediate quantum repeater stations.
Here we show how it is possible to encode the qubits into a DFS [20, 21] that protects the quantum information from the effects of collective dephasing, an important source of decoherence in trapped ion systems [24] . In addition we illustrate how the scheme can be extended to a scalable quantum repeater using logical entanglement purification and swapping.
C. System
The physical system which we consider is the cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) setup in Innsbruck. It consists of an ion trap inside an optical cavity and allows one to create high fidelity ion-photon entanglement, state mapping between ions and photons, and to perform quantum logic between the trapped ions. For more details on ion-trap quantum networks and the role of cavities, see [25] [26] [27] . We use the following parameters:
Ion-photon entanglement can be created with 99.5% fidelity [28, 29] , which leads to ion-ion entanglement with 99% fidelity. The state is assumed to be in Werner form, i.e.
(1) which can be enforced via depolarization [30] . |φ ± and |ψ ± denote the Bell states, i.e.,
and
Fiber
As in [16] and in the direct transmission case above (Sec. II A) we assume an attenuation length L att = 22 km for the optical fiber (1550 nm wavelength). The speed of light in the fiber is c = 2 ·10 8 m/s and the transmission probability η t = e −L0/Latt , where L 0 is the transmission length.
Photon detector
For the photon detector efficiency we use a detector efficiency η d = 0.9 [22, 23] . 4 . Probability of an ion emitting a single photon into the cavity output mode
In [28] , the probability to generate an ion entangled with a photon and to couple that photon into fiber is 14%, and it is argued that 99% efficiency could be achieved with state-of-the-art mirror losses and the choice of an output mirror with higher transmission. The optical cavity in the Innsbruck setup allows enhanced photon collection from a dipole transition at 854 nm, which has a branching ratio that would otherwise be unfavorable. This wavelength has great potential for efficient frequency conversion to the telecom band, as single-photon frequency conversion from red and near-infrared wavelengths to the telecom bands has been demonstrated with several tens of percent total efficiency, limited largely by passive optical losses [31] [32] [33] . Note that we do not consider the detrimental effects of noise introduced by photon conversion: in principle this can be filtered out given the narrowband photons emitted by the cavity-ion photon source.
We thus choose a probability p = 0.35 for ion-photon entanglement including photon conversion, and we note that these two processes have not yet been combined in an experimental setup.
Noisy operations
We model noisy operations by local depolarizing noise followed by the ideal map. For two-qubit operations we assume 0.5% noise, for single-qubit operations 0.1% noise.
The local depolarizing noise (LDN) is described by
where X, Y, Z are the usual Pauli matrices and 1 − p g quantifies the level of noise. Noisy gatesÛ are given by
e., single-qubit LDN with error parameter p g on all involved qubits, followed by the ideal operation described by the superoperatorÛ withÛ ρ = U ρU † , where U is the unitary gate.
Collective dephasing
Collective dephasing on n qubits is described by the map
2σ 2 and σ = T τ . Z j denotes the Pauli Z operator on qubit j, T is the time for which the ions have to be stored and τ is the coherence time, for which we assume τ = 10 ms [24, 29] . Collective dephasing can arise from fluctuations in control fields that couple to quantum systems globally. In ion traps, noise in the amplitude of magnetic fields that couple with equal strength to the closely-spaced ion can cause the ions' qubit transition energies to fluctuate in a correlated manner [24] . In the Innsbruck setup, this effect currently limits the qubit coherence time to around 1 ms, and improvements to 10 ms are expected [29] . Further improvements would entail significant experimental overhead, e.g., ultra-stable magnetic filed sources and an enclosure to shield the experiment from magnetic fields.
. . . [24] is an important noise mechanism, which severely limits the achievable performance of such quantum repeaters without encoding (see panel a). This problem is mitigated by encoding quantum information in a decoherence free subspace (DFS), |0 → |01 , |1 → |10 , which renders the entangled links insensitive to collective dephasing. The connection of entangled links requires Bell measurements on the logical states, which can be achieved as described in Sec. III B 2.
III. FIDELITIES
In this section we investigate the achievable fidelities for a trapped-ion-based quantum repeater, both when not using and when using a DFS.
A. Quantum repeater based on trapped ions without DFS
Here we study the original proposal [16] in the presence of noise. We assume the parameters given in Sec. II. For the average distribution time for a Bell pair we use the formula [16] 
for a quantum repeater with 2 n links. Here,
is the expected time it takes to establish a Bell pair within one link, and the factor 3 2 n arises from the fact that the entanglement generation needs to be successful in all 2 n links. For more details see [16] .
The resulting fidelities for ion-ion entanglement with respect to a maximally entangled state for four, eight, and 16 links are shown as a function of distance in Fig.  2 . The offset at zero distance is a result of the imperfect operations and non-unit fidelity of the Bell pairs in the elementary links. The drop as a function of distance is due to the fact that it takes longer to distribute a Bell pair over a longer distance, which means that the ions in each trap are exposed to collective dephasing for a longer time. The fidelity drops below 78%, which is the threshold required to violate a Bell inequality [34, 35] , before reaching 20 km. Given the fact that the direct transmission of photons allows one to reach distances of around 500 km (see Fig. 5 ) we conclude that a quantum repeater based on this architecture (and the noise parameters stated above) will not outperform the direct transmission of (telecom wavelength) photons through fibers. 
B. Quantum repeater based on trapped ions with DFS
In the previous subsection we have seen that (current) collective dephasing prevents us from beating direct transmission. The effect of collective dephasing can be compensated for by encoding the qubits in a DFS which is invariant under the noise. Notice that using the DFS is a passive form of protection. Unlike quantum error correction it does not require one to measure stabilizer operators and to perform subsequent operations conditioned on the outcomes of these measurements. Thus using the DFS only requires twice as many qubits (as compared to the case without a DFS), performing the encoding and logical swap operations instead of physical ones.
Encoding
The DFS which is invariant under collective dephasing is spanned by |0 L = |01 and |1 L = |10 . An unknown state |ψ = α |0 +β |1 can be encoded by using an ancilla qubit in state |1 and applying a CN OT gate with the ancilla qubit as target. The encoded state is then given by |ψ L = α |01 + β |10 .
Logical entanglement swap operation
The swapping of logical entanglement is performed by a logical Bell measurement. There are several possibilities to perform such a logical Bell measurement, two of which are listed below. The first version works probabilistically but allows one to detect errors. The second version is deterministic and includes no error detection.
Version 1 -Here we describe a possibility which requires two entangling gates. Qubits 1 and 3 are on Alice's side, qubits 2 and 4 on Bob's side. The logical Bell measurement is achieved by performing the gates CN OT 3→2 and CN OT 1→4 and then measuring qubits 1 and 3 in the X basis, the other ones in the Z basis. An illustration is given in figure 3 . The logical Bell state projection for 
given results of the single qubit measurements are given in table I. Notice that in the case when one obtains measurement results that are not given in this table (which are all the results that one can obtain as long as the state is in the logical subspace), one discards the resulting state. This corresponds to an error detection scheme and leads to larger fidelities but also makes the protocol probabilistic. Version 2 -A version which requires only one entangling gate is given by the following protocol (the qubit labeling is the same as above): perform CN OT 3→4 and measure qubits 1, 2 and 3 in the X basis, and qubit 4 in the Z basis. An illustration is given in figure 4 . The logical Bell state projection for given results of the single qubit measurements are given in table II. 
Resulting fidelities
We compared the fidelities for various numbers of links using the different protocols described above. The version which uses error detection, version 1, performs better than version 2. The fidelities for the case when using version 1 are summarized in table III, the ones for version 2 in table IV. These are the fidelities of the Bell pairs after the decoding, which is simply the inverse of the encoding circuit described above. There is a slight drop of the fidelity as a function of distance, despite the fact that the logical qubits are unaffected by collective dephasing due to the DFS. We attribute this to the imperfect (noisy) encoding, which leads to populations outside the logical subspace. Empirically we find that this drop is at most of the order of 0.5% between distance zero and the distance which corresponds to a distribution time of a second. The fidelities which we present here are evaluated at a distance which corresponds to a distribution time of (at least) a second and thus represent a lower bound. The maximally reachable distance is limited by the distribution time (see Sec. IV). We analyzed the density matrices of the Bell pairs and found that they are diagonal in the Bell basis. Using depolarization [30] one can bring them into Werner state form and thus describe them by
In order to violate a Bell inequality [34, 35] the fidelity needs to exceed 78.0%. This minimum fidelity puts a constraint on the maximum number of repeater links and thus on the maximally reachable distance for fixed distribution time. 
IV. DISTRIBUTION TIMES
The time it takes to establish an entangled pair is given by the time until there is entanglement in all links. The entanglement waiting times in each segment are (independent) geometrically distributed random variables. Using the fact that the minimum of n identical geometric random variables with success probability p is itself geometric with success probability 1 − (1 − p) n (see also [36] ) one obtains for the (expected) distribution time T
where P link is the success probability for creating entanglement in a single link, i.e.
, and N is the total number of links.
The time for the classical communication (the measurement results from the logical Bell measurements need to be communicated) is bounded from above by N L0 c . When one uses version 1 for logical entanglement swapping one has to repeat the entanglement distribution on average P −1 times, where P is the probability that one obtains successful outcomes (i.e., the ones in table I) for all entanglement swaps.
The resulting distribution times are shown in Fig. 5 , where the direct transmission of a photon pair with a pair creation rate of 10 GHz is added for comparison. The parameters are those stated in Sec. II.
We see that one can reach the largest distance, approximately 800 km, for a fixed distribution time of one second with version 1 for the logical entanglement swapping. 
V. ACHIEVING LONGER DISTANCES
There are different strategies which would allow us to reach longer distances. Two possibilities are sketched below, both of which require more advanced technology.
A. Higher fidelity operations
One possibility is to increase the fidelity of the ionphoton entanglement and the gates. The resulting fidelities, when assuming ion-ion entanglement with 99.9% fidelity and single-(two) qubit gates with 0.01 (0.1)% noise, are provided in tables V and VI for version 1 and 2 of the swapping operations, respectively. The assumed noise parameters are beyond what has been demonstrated in the current setup, but it should be noted that gates with such low noise have already been achieved in other ion trap setups [37] .
The corresponding distribution times are plotted in Fig. 6 , assuming that the probability of an ion emitting a single photon followed by successful frequency conversion is given by p = 0.75. Ion-cavity setups and photon conversion devices are not available now with these efficiencies, but such probabilities are reasonable assuming state-of-the-art cavities and the fact that there is no fundamental limit to photon conversion efficiency In summary, we see that the quantum repeater based on trapped ions and using a DFS as described above is capable of extending quantum communication to distances of several thousand kilometers assuming futuristic but reasonable parameters. A second possibility to increase the maximally reachable distance is to include entanglement purification, so that the scheme becomes scalable [10] . The idea is the following: the Bell pairs in each link are encoded into a DFS in order to protect them from collective dephasing. Subsequently one performs entanglement purification and swapping of logical Bell pairs in a nested way [10]. This requires significantly larger quantum memories at each node [10, 11] . The distribution times are unaffected (compared to the case with no entanglement purification) as long as one uses a one-way entanglement purification protocol (see [38] for a discussion on the role of memory errors in quantum repeater schemes using oneway and two-way communication in entanglement purification). In order to implement purification one needs to be able to perform Clifford gates and Pauli measurements. Below we provide a set of generators of logical Clifford gates (qubits 1 and 2 (3 and 4) encode the first (second) logical qubit) for the encoding |0 L = |01 and |1 L = |10 :
where S = diag(1, i) (in the computational basis) is a rotation around the Z-axis by an angle π 2 , H is the Hadamard gate and CZ = diag(1, 1, 1, −1) denotes the controlled phase gate. A measurement in the logical computational basis can be performed by measuring the first physical qubit in the computational basis. Notice that any Clifford circuit can be realized by combining these generating operations. However, for particular protocols a direct implementation of the required logical unitary operation using fewer two-qubit gates might be possible.
This allows one to implement one-way and two-way entanglement purification protocols at the logical level. In particular, one can implement the recurrence protocol of [39] that is used in the scalable repeater scheme of [10] . In this case, entanglement between logical states is established between neighboring nodes, where two (or more) basic links are connected. The DFS encoding protects the system against memory errors. Before the entanglement drops below a certain threshold value, entanglement purification at the logical level is used to re-establish longdistance pairs with increased fidelity. We remark that also schemes based on error correction, i.e. transmission of encoded information with a DFS encoding at the lowest level, can be implemented in this way when using CSS codes, as also in this case all required operations are of Clifford type.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the quantum repeater based on trapped ions [16] for realistic parameters for qubit coherence, logic gate operations, ion-photon entanglement, and photon collection and detection efficiencies. We have found that the repeater's performance is severely limited by collective dephasing within the ion traps. We then proposed a modified protocol where the qubits are encoded in a decoherence free subspace and showed that this allows one to reach distances of approximately 800 km for state of the art parameters. By considering parameters that have not been achieved yet, but can realistically be expected to be obtainable in the trapped-ion platform, we found that the reachable distance can be extended by almost an order of magnitude to several thousand kilometers. This allows one to reach intercontinental distances, even without entanglement purification, with fidelities that are even high enough to violate Bell inequalities. In future work, it will be important to extend our analysis to include the limitations imposed by other sources of error, e.g., photon indistinguishability.
The usage of a decoherence free subspace as a lowest layer of protection against dominant noise sources is not restricted to ion trap set-ups. One can use a similar approach in other systems, e.g. NV-centers (see [40] ). Finally, we remark that higher rates can in principle be reached using an approach based on the transmission of encoded information (see [9, 41, 42] ). However, this comes at the price of a large overhead in required resources, on the one hand due to small repeater spacing (of the order of 1 km) and on the other hand due to the large number of ions to be processed at each node because one uses a (concatenated) error correction code. To compare the performance and resource requirements of such a scheme to our approach for the same set-up would be interesting.
